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Abstract 
The research entitled “An Analysis of English Word Choice and Grammatical Errors in Thai Novel Translation 
of Matthayomsuksa VI Students at Panyaworakun School” contains 11 populations. This study was conducted 
by using the Grammar-Translation Method to study word choices and grammar in translating the assigned novel 
extract of 11 Matthayomsuksa 6/4 students in the English-Japanese Program and analyze the problems found in 
the translation works produced by each and all students in this classroom. The research instruments were a Wo. 
Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha” and the translation works of the extract made by each of 11 
Matthayomsuksa 6/4 students. The students’ translation works were analyzed by consulting the 3 English 
grammatical books as follows: 1. English Grammar in Use, 2. Prentice Hall Writing and Grammar: 
Communication in Action Bronze Level, and 3. Advanced English Grammar for High Learner.The research 
results revealed that in translating and writing English, mostly, 11 Matthayomsuksa 6/4 students made errors in 
the first 5 sequences of the following problematic points: 1. 11 points or 15.94% of Missing Some Words, 2. 10 
points or 14.49% of Word Choice, 3. 9 points or 13.04% of Capital and Small Letters, 4. 7 points or 10.14% of 
Tense and Full Stop ( . ) which also has the same 7 points or 10.14%, 5. 4 points or 5.80% of Sentence Parts. 
Therefore, to improve 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 in the English-Japanese Program, the 
teacher-researcher should develop the students in these first 6 problematic points which the students made the 
most in the first 5 sequences. 
Keywords: The Grammar-Translation Method, An Analysis of English Word Choice and Grammatical Errors, 
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1. Introduction 
English is a universal language and has been used in every corner of the world. English is everywhere in our 
daily lives such as advertisements, drug labels, food labels, manuals, articles, news reports, TV commercials, 
traffic signs, computer games, textbooks, etc. According to teaching E33202: Reading and Writing English 6 and 
E33204: Thematic English 6 using Cognitive Code Learning Theory consisting of an explanation of the rule, 
exercises, and the communicative competence section, the instruction did not succeed because in the stage of an 
explanation of the rule, every time the teacher-researcher categorized and explained words and grammar, the 
students slept. The instruction was useless as it might be expected. 
One day, in Class 6/4 which was the art students in the English-Japanese Program, the teacher-researcher 
met Japanese texts following with translated texts as well as each student’s name at the end of each translated 
text on the whiteboard written and taught by Sensei, a non-native Japanese teacher. Meeting these texts on the 
whiteboard was regarded as informal education. The teacher-researcher learned Sensei’s teaching technique by 
way of informal and incidental learning. Therefore, to follow Sensei, the teacher-researcher used the Grammar-
Translation Method so that the students learned in the same familiar way of both Japanese and English subjects. 
There is a variety of teaching techniques. One of the teaching techniques successfully used in Thailand is the 
Grammar-Translation Method. Although this teaching technique is a traditional method, this method is still 
useful for Thai teachers to assist the students to learn the language. 
In New Weaving It Together 3 Teacher’s Guide, Unit 2: Customs that contains the theme/ topic: Cultures is 
by a classroom activity, translating a Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha” into English which once was 
an admission examination of translation section in the field of English at the Faculty of Arts, Chulalongkorn 
University in the year 2009. The benefits of these research results can raise teachers’ and students’ awareness of 
the problematic points of word choices and grammar. These findings will enable the teacher-researcher to help 
Matthayomsuksa 6/4 students learn English more effectively and enable Matthayomsuksa 6/4 students to 
especially pay attention to and focus on learning about English word choices and grammar more. Particularly, 
this research can be a guideline for language teachers to teach English with the Grammar-Translation Method. 
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2. Review of Literature 
The teacher-researcher reviews a related past study for this present research as follows. 
Nantana Sittirak (2015: 30-47) researched “Grammar-Translation Method in an EFL Class in Thailand: A 
Glance at an English Song’s Lyrics” to study students’ word choices in translating the assigned lyrics and their 
translation at sentence-level and analyze the problems found in the translation work produced by 23 high-school 
students, aged 16-18, who studied the “English through Modern Media”, a topic taught at the “English Is 
Everywhere” project organized by the Languages Department, Faculty of Commerce and Management, Prince of 
Songkla University, Trang Campus. Each of the students is assigned to translate the song hook “Heal the world” 
into Thai; they are given 20 minutes to complete the task and allowed to use a bilingual dictionary. The data 
obtained from the translation works are studied and analyzed, with focuses on the students’ word choices and 
their translation at the sentence level. The research results revealed that despite being allowed to use a bilingual 
dictionary, the students still made mistakes both at word level and sentence level, thus reflecting their vocabulary 
and grammatical incompetency as well as ineffective reading skills. Hence, the use of the Grammar-Translation 
Method through numerous classroom activities, for example, translating song lyrics, can still be done in Thailand 
to enable the teacher to study problems in learning English among Thai students and to provide appropriate 
assistance concerning the problematic grammar and vocabulary points they have. 
Megawati Megawati (2017: 95-108) stated in “The Improving Students’ Reading Comprehension through 
Grammar Translation Method” that the Grammar-Translation Method can improve the students’ reading 
comprehension at SMK Private TaposDepok. To improve 33 tenth grade students, proving hypothesis needs the 
data collected by classroom observation, interview, and students’ test by way of the 3 cycles of the classroom 
action research. Each cycle consists of four steps: 1. Planning action, 2. Implementation of the action, 3. 
Observation, and 4. Reflection. The analysis of the research data showed that students’ reading comprehension 
ability through the Grammar-Translation Method improves significantly with average in cycle I, II, and III. 
Cycle I average score is 6.76 or 60%. Cycle II average score is 7.35 or 78%. Cycle III average score is 7.8 or 
100%. The results also revealed that the students could answer the question and they can read the text fluently. 
Therefore, it is proved that the Grammar-Translation Method is effective in improving students’ reading 
comprehension. The researcher suggested that students be active to practice reading from the kind of material 
given by teachers and some information from mass media to get better results in learning English. 
Saber Ahmed Hago Eisa (2020: 381-392) indicated in “The Pros and Cons of the Grammar Translation 
Method on the Performance of Saudi EFL Learners” that to explain the deficiency and the limitations of the 
Grammar-Translation Method as a language teaching method and to find out whether the Grammar-Translation 
Method has any advantages to the Saudi secondary school learners, concerning Literature Review of Eisa’s study, 
the biggest advantage of this method is understanding the phraseology such as abstract words, idioms, phrases, 
metaphors, similes, etc. because translation is possible in this method. For this reason, students can have a better 
understanding of complicated concepts. The language of students and teachers does not hamper the 
communication gap due to teaching and learning in their mother tongue. This method is useful from this aspect 
that students are taught grammatical rules deductively. Consequently, students can improve and write correct 
sentences. Students are taught books in their mother tongue which they may have a better command than other 
students. This method requires few specialized skills on the part of teachers, so anyone can teach. However, the 
disadvantages of the Grammar-Translation Method are that students do not participate actively in the classroom. 
Communication is not much focused and very little attention is paid to content. The focus is made on translation 
which is sometimes misleading. The analysis of the research data from the questionnaire of 35 secondary school 
English teachers selected randomly found that: 
1. Bad effect of this method is on student’s motivation. Because he or she cannot succeed in learning the difficult 
grammar rules of the target language. That leads to boredom in the classroom. 
2. Students cannot master all the four skills of English (listening, speaking, reading, and writing). 
3. The Grammar-Translation Method is the easiest for a teacher to employ. It doesn’t require a teacher to speak 
good English or make good lesson preparations. So, his knowledge might be lost into oblivion. 
Unlike Eisa (2020: 381-392)’s study, a questionnaire was not employed for collecting and analyzing the 
data in this present study. Also, this present research does not improve or develop students with the Grammar-
Translation Method as Megawati (2017: 95-108)’s classroom-based research or classroom action research; on 
the contrary, this present research aims at analyzing English word choice and grammatical errors with the 
Grammar-Translation Method. Among the three studies in terms of research methodology, this present study is 
similar to the past research of Nantana Sittirak (2015: 30-47). The different things from the past research of 
Nantana Sittirak (2015: 30-47) are that this present research is studying word choices and grammar in translating 
a novel extract which 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 who study in the English-Japanese 
Program at Panyaworakun School translate from Thai to English. Each student ordering from their numbers is 
assigned to translate each text of a Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha” into English and their 
translation work from number 1 to number 11 are analyzed to find their problematic points in word choices and 
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3. Research Objectives 
1. To study 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4’s word choices and grammar in translating the 
assigned texts into English of a Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha”. 
2. To study and analyze the problematic points found in the translation works from Thai to English of a Wo. 
Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha” produced by 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4. 
 
4. Research Methodology 
4.1. Population  
The population in this study was 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 who studied in the English-
Japanese Program at Panyaworakun School. The students studied E33202: Reading and Writing English 6 and 
E33204: Thematic English 6 and in Unit 2: Customs which contains the theme/ topic: Cultures of E33202: 
Reading and Writing English 6, the students learned a classroom activity, translating of a Wo. Winitchaikun’s 
novel extract “Burapha” into English. 
 
4.2. Materials 
4.2.1. A Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha” (See Appendix A and B)  
4.2.2. The translation works from Thai to English of a Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha” produced by 
11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4. 
 
4.3. Data Collection 
4.3.1. 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 were assigned to read a Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel extract 
“Burapha”. 
4.3.2. Each student from number 1 to number 11 translated each text in the sequence of the extract into English 
as well as writing their names in order after each translated text on the whiteboard. 
4.3.3. The teacher-researcher wrote down all texts translated and written on the whiteboard by the students from 
number 1 to number 11 so that the teacher-researcher could check each student’s translation work. 
 
4.4. Data Analysis 
Consulting the 3 English grammatical books which were 1. English Grammar in Use, 2. Prentice Hall Writing 
and Grammar: Communication in Action Bronze Level, and 3. Advanced English Grammar for High Learner, 




The results of the study obtained from the translation work from Thai to English of a Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel 
extract “Burapha” which was produced by 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 is reported below. 
Text 1 in Thai: แ ค ธ ร ีน ว า ด ภ าพ ว่ า ที่ แ พ ข อ งจัส ติ น ค งจ ะ เงี ย บ เชี ย บ เห มื อ น ค ร ั้ง ก่ อ น ที่ เธ อ เค ย ม าห า  
แต่ก็กลบัพบว่ามนัเต็มไปดว้ยผูค้นบรวิารของเขา  หมอบเฝ้ารอรบัอยู่ตัง้แต่กา้วแรกทีเ่ธอขึน้จากเรอืเลยทเีดยีว  
Text 1 in English: Katherine imagined that at Justine’s raft, it might be as quiet as the time she had been before, 
but she found out that the raft was crowded with servants squatting and waiting to greet her while she was taking 
her first step out of the boat. 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 1 
Katherine thought Justin raft is quiet as before her come, but she found it have many his servant, they squat and 
waited to greet since she got off the boat.  Weerapong 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 1 is 
shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 1 




1. Word Choice 1 thought Imagined 
2. Possessive’s 1 Justin Justin’s 
3. Comparative Adjective 1 quiet as as quiet as 
4. Tense 4 is, come, have, squat might be, came, had, squatted 
5. Pronoun 1 her she 
6. Singular and Plural Nouns 1 servant servants 
7. Conjunction 1 since while 
8. Missing Some Words 1 She got off the boat. She was taking her first step out of the boat. 
From the problematic points of the student in number 1, the student made errors in Tense the most at 4 points. 
For the rest, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Word Choice, Possessive’s, Comparative Adjective, 
Pronoun, Singular and Plural Nouns, Conjunction, and Missing Some Words.   
 
Text 2 in Thai: ทุกคนมองเธอราวกบัเป็นตัวประหลาด  แต่แลว้เมื่อแคธรนีมองตอบพวกเขาก็กม้หน้าลงตํ่า  หลบตา  
ไม่ยอมประสานสายตาดว้ย  ขอ้นีถ้อืเป็นมารยาทของชาวสยามทีจ่ะไม่สบตาผูอ้ยู่ในฐานะสงูศกัดิก์ว่า 
Text 2 in English: Everyone looked at her as if she were a freak. But then, when Katherine looked back at them, 
they bent down their heads, lowered their eyes, and avoided eye contact. This was regarded as a Siamese manner 
which they did not make eye contact with people who have a higher status than them. 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 2 
everyone see to he like a monster But When Katherine see back they are Bown down and prooping refuse to look 
at her face this request is considered country of siam not to meet the eye of the highter  Baiboon 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 2 is 
shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 2 
No. Problematic Points Freq Student’s Errors Teacher’s Correctness 
1. 
Capital and Small 
Letters 
5 everyone, this, siam, But, When Everyone, This, Siam, but, when 
2. Word Choice 9 
like, a monster, see to, see back, 
Bown down, prooping, refuse to 
look at, is considered, country of 
siam 
looked like, a freak, looked at, 
looked back, bent down, lowered 
their eyes, avoided eye contact, 
was regarded as, a Siamese 
manner 
3. Pronoun 1 he her 
4. Full Stop ( . ) 1 … her face … her face. 
5. Misspelling 1 the highter  the higher 
6. Missing Some Words 1 the highter people who have a higher status. 
From the problematic points of the student in number 2, the student made errors in Word Choice the most at 9 
points. Next, the student made errors in Capital and Small Letters at 5 points. For the rest, the student made 
errors evenly at 1 point in Pronoun, Full Stop ( . ), Misspelling, and Missing Some Words. 
 
Text 3 in Thai: มีแต่รอยยิม้ของชายหนุ่มเท่าน้ัน   ที่ทําใหค้วามอึดอัดของเธอเบาบางลง  จัสตินลุกขึน้จากตั่งเตีย้ๆ 
ในหอ้งดา้นนอก  ตรงเขา้มาจบัมอืเธอไว ้ สายตาเขาทีม่องเธอเต็มไปดว้ยความรกัและความปิต ิ
Text 3 in English: There was only a young man’s smile which could make her frustration relieve. Justin stood 
up from a low stool and held her hand in the across room outside. The eyes that he looked at her were full of love 
and happiness. 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 3 
Only the smile of a young man that made her happier Justine rise from the low stool in the outside room straight 
in to hold her hand. His eye that looked at her filled with love and joy.  Saharat 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 3 is 
shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 3 




1 that blank (  ) 
2. Full Stop ( . ) 1 … made her happier … made her happier. 
3. Tense 1 rise rose 
4. Word Order 1 
… in the outside room straight in  to 
hold her hand. 
… and held her hand in the across 
room outside. 
5. 
Singular and Plural 
Nouns 
1 His eye His eyes 
6. 
Active and Passive 
Voice 
1 were filled filled 
From the problematic points of the student in number 3, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Adding 
Unnecessary Words, Full Stop ( . ), Tense, Word Order, Singular and Plural Nouns, and Active and Passive 
Voice. 
 
Text 4 in Thai: “ข อ ต ้ อ น ร ับ สู่ บ ้ า น ข อ ง เร า  ย อ ด ร ัก ” เข า จู ง มื อ เธ อ ไ ป น่ั ง บ น ตั่ ง คู่ ก ั บ เข า  “ก่ อ น อื่ น 
คณุตอ้งรูจ้กัคนของผมเสยีกอ่น” 
Text 4 in English: “Welcome to our home, darling”, he held her hand and took her to sit on the stool together 
with him. “Firstly, you have to know my people”, he said.  
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 4 
“Welcome to our home, Darling” he held her hand to sit on the stool with him “Firstly, You must know my 
people”  Jitpanu  
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 4 is 
shown in Table 4. 
Table 4: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 4 
No. Problematic Points Freq Student’s Errors Teacher’s Correctness 
1. 
Capital and Small 
Letters 
2 Darling, You darling, you  
2. Comma ( , ) 1 
“Welcome to our home, darling” 
he held her hand … 
“Welcome to our home, darling”, 
he held her hand … 
3. Missing Some Words 1 
he held her hand to sit on the 
stool with him 
he held her hand and took her to 
sit on the stool with him 
4. Full Stop ( . ) 2 
… to sit on the stool with him 
… know my people” 
… to sit on the stool with him. 
… know my people.” 
From the problematic points of the student in number 4, the student made the most evenly errors at 2 points in 
Capital and Small Letters and Full Stop ( . ). For the rest, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Comma ( , ) 
and Missing Some Words.   
 
Text 5 in Thai: บรวิารของจสัตนิมมีากมายจนแคธรนีจาํไม่ไดว้่าใครเป็นใคร แมว้่าแคธรนีเร ิม่เขา้ใจดวี่า 
Text 5 in English: There were so many Justin’s servants that Katherine could not remember who was whom. 
Although Katherine started to understand that 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 5 
Justin’s servants were so many that Kathryn could not remember who was whom. However, Kathryn began to 
understand that  Nithinart 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 5 is 
shown in Table 5. 
Table 5: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 5 
No. Problematic Points Freq Student’s Errors Teacher’s Correctness 
1. Missing Some Words 1 
Justin’s servants were so many 
that … 
There were so many Justin’s 
servants that … 
2. Misspelling 1 Kathryn Katherine 
3. Conjunction 1 However, Although 
From the problematic points of the student in number 5, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Missing 
Some Words, Misspelling, and Conjunction.   
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Text 6 in Thai: สยามไม่ใชป่ระเทศทีม่ ั่งคัง่ดว้ยเงนิตราอย่างองักฤษ  หากแต่เป็นประเทศทีอ่ดุมสมบูรณด์ว้ยแรงงาน 
Text 6 in English: Siam was not a country which had a lot of money like England, but a lot of labors. 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 6 
Siam wasn’t a country that was rich England But it was a labor rich country  Chotmanee  
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 6 is 
shown in Table 6. 
Table 6: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 6 





Siam wasn’t a country that 
was rich England 
Siam was not a country which had a lot of 
money like England 
2. Comma ( , ) 1 But  , but 
3. 
Capital and Small 
Letters 
1 But , but 
4. Full Stop ( . ) 1 … rich country … rich country. 
From the problematic points of the student in number 6, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Missing 
Some Words, Comma ( , ), Capital and Small Letters, and Full Stop ( . ). 
 
Text 7 in Thai: เธอก็ยงัทําความเขา้ใจยากอยู่น่ันเองว่าบรรดามหาดเล็กผูช้าย  และนางขา้หลวงผูห้ญงิเหล่านีม้หีนา้ทีอ่ะไรบา้ง 
Text 7 in English: It was still difficult for her to understand what all these male and female servants were 
responsible for. 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 7 
She was difficult to understand what male servants and female servants are responsible for everyone.  Suchada 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 7 is 
shown in Table 7. 
Table 7: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 7 
No. Problematic Points Freq Student’s Errors Teacher’s Correctness 
1. Missing Some Words 2 
She was difficult to 
understand … 
… what male servants and 
female servants … 
She was still difficult to 
understand.. 
… what all these male servants 
and female servants … 
2. Tense 1 are were 
From the problematic points of the student in number 7, the student made errors in Missing Some Words the 
most at 2 points. For the rest, the student made errors at 1 point in Tense. 
 
Text 8 in Thai: ดู เ ห มื อ น ทุ ก ค น จ ะ ทํ า ง า น กั น เ ต็ ม มื อ ตั้ ง แ ต่ เ ช ้ า ไ ป จ น ก ร ะ ทั่ ง ดึ ก ดื่ น ค่ อ น คื น  
แต่การจดัระเบยีบงานก็ยงัวุ่นวายใหเ้ธอสบัสนอยู่น่ันเอง 
Text 8 in English: It seemed to her that everyone had their hands full from the early morning to almost the 
whole night, but she was still confused with how she would organize the busy work. 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 8 
Seems to be working with their hands full from morning to late at night, But the organization of work was still 
chaotic.  Jiranan  
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 8 is 
shown in Table 8. 
Table 8: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 8 
No. Problematic Points Freq Student’s Errors Teacher’s Correctness 
1. Sentence Parts 1 Seems to be … It seemed to her that … 
2. Missing Some Words 2 
Seems to be working with their 
hands full from morning to late 
at night 
the organization of work was 
still chaotic. 
It seemed to her that everyone had 
their hands full from the early 
morning to almost the whole night 
She was still confused with how 
she would organize the busy work. 
3. 
Capital and Small 
Letters 
1 , But , but 
From the problematic points of the student in number 8, the student made errors in Missing Some Word the most 
at 2 points. For the rest, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Sentence Parts and Capital and Small Letters. 
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Text 9 in Thai: จสัตนิเดาความรูส้กึในสหีนา้ของหญงิสาวได ้ เขาจงึหวัเราะขนัๆ และตดับท 
Text 9 in English: Justin guessed how she was feeling from her face, so he laughed and interrupted, 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 9 
Justin could guess the feelings in the girl’s expression so he laughed jokingly and interrupted.  Apatsara 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 9 is 
shown in Table 9. 
Table 9: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
student in number 9 
No. Problematic Points Freq Student’s Errors Teacher’s Correctness 
1. Comma ( , ) 1 so , so 
From the problematic point of the student in number 9, the student made an error in only Comma ( , ) at 1 point. 
 
Text 10 in Thai: “คุ ณ ไ ม่ ต ้ อ ง ยุ่ ง ย า ก ใ จ ม า ก  ต อ น แ ร ก ๆ  จ ะ มี ห ว น  กั บ คํ า  ร ั บ คํ า สั่ ง จ า ก คุ ณ 
ผมเรยีกพวกนีม้าเพือ่ใหรู้ว้่าเขาเป็นบ่าวไพรข่องคณุ คณุเป็นนายของพวกเขาเชน่เดยีวกบัผม คณุจะใชง้านใครก็ไดท้ ัง้หมด” 
Text 10 in English: “You don’t need to be upset. In the beginning, Huan and Kam will take orders from you. I 
asked them to make you aware that they are your servants. You are their head as well as me. You can employ 
them all.” 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 10 
You don’t feel uncomfortable. At first will have servants follow orders from you. I called them for know they are 
your servants You’ve them the same boss as me You can use anyone.  Lucksanaporn 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 10 
is shown in Table 10. 
Table 10: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 
6/4 student in number 10 




1. Double Negative 1 You don’t feel uncomfortable. You feel uncomfortable. 
2. Sentence Parts 1 will have servants. 
There will be servants … 
Huan and Kam will take orders 
from you. 
3. Participial Phrase 1 
There will be servants follow 
orders from you. 
There will be servants following 
orders from you. 
4. Gerund 1 I called them for know … I called them for knowing that … 
5. Full Stop ( . ) 2 
… they are your servants 
… the same boss as me 
… they are your servants. 
… the same boss as me. 
6. Missing Some Words 1 You’ve them the same boss… You’ve them as the same boss… 
7. Possessive Pronoun 1 … the same boss as me. … the same boss of mine. 
From the problematic points of the student in number 10, the student made errors in Full Stop ( . ) the most at 2 
points. For the rest, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Double Negative, Sentence Parts, Participial 
Phrase, Gerund, Missing Some Words, and Possessive Pronoun. 
 
Text 11 in Thai:  
เธอจะใชง้านอะไรกบัผูค้นทีเ่ธอพูดภาษาของเขาไม่ไดก้ีคํ่า….ผูค้นทีเ่อาแต่หมอบคลานอยู่บนพืน้ในขณะทีเ่ธอยนืตวัตรง….และ
ดเูหมอืนเขาจะพากนัน่ังเฝ้าเธอเต็มไปหมดไม่ว่าเธอจะขยบัเขยือ้นไปมุมไหนของหอ้ง 
Text 11 in English: How could she employ the people with whom she could speak so few words with... and 
with the people who were squatting on the ground, in spite of seeing her standing up straight… and it appeared 
to her that they all were sitting and watching over her no matter where she was moving in the room. 
A Translated Text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 Student in Number 11 
How could she employ with the people whom can speak a few word. The people squatting on floor in spite of her 
standing up straight and it seemed that they were sitting and watching over her no matter where she was moving 
in the room.  Kunthad 
The word choice and grammatical errors of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 6/4 student in number 11 
is shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Problematic points, frequency, errors, and correctness of the translated text of the Matthayomsuksa 
6/4 student in number 11 




1. Word Order 1 
How could she employ with the 
people whom … 
How could she employ the people 
with whom … 
2. Tense 1 can could 
3. Sentence Parts 2 
with whom could speak so few 
words. 
The people squatting on floor … 
with whom she could speak so 
few words. 
The people squatted on floor …  
4. Missing Some Words 1 … and it seemed that … … and it seemed to her that … 
From the problematic points of the student in number 11, the student made errors in Sentence Parts the most at 2 
points. For the rest, the student made errors evenly at 1 point in Word Order, Tense, and Missing Some Words. 
From Table 1 to Table 11, every each problematic point, frequency, and percentage of each and all the 11 
students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 is shown in Table 12. 
 
Table 12 shows problematic points, frequency, and percentage of each and all the 11 students of 
Matthayomsuksa 6/4. 
No. Problematic Points 
Students’ Numbers 
Total % 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. Missing Some Words 1 1 - 1 1 1 2 2 - 1 1 11 15.94 
2. Word Choice 1 9 - - - - - - - - - 10 14.49 
3. Capital and Small Letters - 5 - 2 - 1 - 1 - - - 9 13.04 
4. Tense 4 - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 7 10.14 
5. Full Stop ( . ) - 1 1 2 - 1 - - - 2 - 7 10.14 
6. Sentence Parts - - - - - - - 1 - 1 2 4 5.80 
7. Comma ( , ) - - - 1 - 1 - - 1 - - 3 4.35 
8. Pronoun 1 1 - - - - - - - - - 2 2.90 
9. Singular and Plural Nouns 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - 2 2.90 
10. Conjunction 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - 2 2.90 
11. Misspelling - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - 2 2.90 
12. Word Order - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 2 2.90 
13. Possessive’s 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 1.45 
14. Comparative Adjective 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 1.45 
15. Adding Unnecessary Words  - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 1.45 
16. Active and Passive Voice - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 1.45 
17. Double Negative - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 1.45 
18. Participial Phrase - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 1.45 
19. Gerund - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 1.45 
20. Possessive Pronoun - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 1.45 

























According to Table 12, the results revealed that in the first place, all the 11 students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 
made an error in Missing Some Words the most at 11 points or 15.94%. In the second place, all the 11 students 
of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 made an error in Word Choice at 10 points or 14.49%. In the third place, all the 11 
students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 made an error in Capital and Small Letters at 9 points or 13.04%. In the fourth 
place, all the 11 students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 made errors evenly at 7 points or 10.14% in Tense and Full 
Stop ( . ). In the fifth place, all the 11 students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 made an error in Sentence Parts at 4 
points or 5.80%. In the sixth place, all the 11 students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 made an error in Comma ( , ) at 3 
points or 4.35%. In the seventh place, all the 11 students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 made errors evenly at 2 points 
or 2.90% in Pronoun, Singular and Plural Nouns, Conjunction, Misspelling, and Word Order. In the eighth or 
last place, all the 11 students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 made errors evenly at 1 point or 1.45% in Possessive’s, 
Comparative Adjective, Adding Unnecessary Words, Active and Passive Voice, Double Negative, Participial 
Phrase, Gerund, and Possessive Pronoun. 
Besides, from Table 12, the results demonstrated that in the first place, the student in number 2 made errors 
the most at 18 points or 26.09%. In the second place, the student in number 1 made errors at 11 points or 15.94%. 
In the third place, the student in number 10 made errors at 8 points or 11.59%. In the fourth place, the student in 
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number 3 and the student in number 4 made errors at 6 points or 8.69%. In the fifth place, the student in number 
11 made errors at 5 points or 7.25%. In the sixth place, the student in number 6 and the student in number 8 
made errors at 4 points or 5.80%. In the seventh place, the student in number 5 and the student in number 7 made 
errors at 3 points or 4.35%. In the eighth or last place, the student in number 9 made the least error at 1 point or 
1.45%. 
As shown in Table 12, in translating and writing English, mostly, 11 Matthayomsuksa 6/4 students made 
errors in the first 5 sequences of the following problematic points: 1. 11 points or 15.94% of Missing Some 
Words, 2. 10 points or 14.49% of Word Choice, 3. 9 points or 13.04% of Capital and Small Letters, 4. 7 points 
or 10.14% of Tense and Full Stop ( . ) which also has the same 7 points or 10.14%, 5. 4 points or 5.80% of 
Sentence Parts. Therefore, to improve 11 high-school students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4 in the English-Japanese 
Program, the teacher-researcher should develop the students in these first 6 problematic points which the 
students made the most in the first 5 sequences. 
 
6. Discussion 
About the results of an analysis of English word choice and grammatical errors in Thai novel translation of 11 
Matthayomsuksa 6/4 students in the English-Japanese Program, the research results will be discussed as follows. 
6.1. To have much higher reliability of the data analysis, the teacher-researcher should have all the 11 students 
translate the same text. For the group of middle achieving students, the text “ขอตอ้นรบัสู่บา้นของเรา  ยอดรกั” 
เขาจูงมือเธอไปน่ังบนตั่งคู่กบัเขา “ก่อนอืน่ คุณตอ้งรูจ้กัคนของผมเสยีก่อน” (“Welcome to our home, darling”, he held 
her hand and took her to sit on the stool together with him. “Firstly, you have to know my people”, he said.) 
should be used. For the group of high-achieving students, the text 
“แ ค ธ ร ี น ว า ด ภ า พ ว่ า ที่ แ พ ข อ ง จั ส ติ น ค ง จ ะ เ งี ย บ เ ชี ย บ เ ห มื อ น ค ร ั้ ง ก่ อ น ที่ เ ธ อ เ ค ย ม า ห า  
แต่ก็กลบัพบว่ามนัเต็มไปดว้ยผูค้นบรวิารของเขา  หมอบเฝ้ารอรบัอยู่ตัง้แต่กา้วแรกทีเ่ธอขึน้จากเรอืเลยทเีดยีว” (“Katherine 
imagined that at Justine’s raft, it might be as quiet as the time she had been before, but she found out that the raft 
was crowded with servants squatting and waiting to greet her while she was taking her first step out of the 
boat.”) should be used. As a result, when all the 11 students translate the same text, the results of data analysis 
can present which students are excellent or which students are not. Among all the 11 students translating the 
same text, it can be also known which students made few errors or which students made a lot of errors. 
However, having each student translate and write each different text in this present research can inform the 
results of data analysis to some extent. For example, it is demonstrated that the first 5 sequences of the 
problematic points which all the 11 students made the most enable the teacher-researcher to know and develop 
all the 11 students in these 6 problematic points first. The teacher-researcher can also improve the group of the 
students or individual students in the problematic points which they made. As an illustration, the students in 
number 2, 4, 6, and 8 made errors in Capital and Small Letters at 5 points, 2 points, 1 point, and 1 point 
respectively. Consequently, this group of students needs to improve in Capital and Small Letters the most. 
Another example is that the student alone in number 2 made errors in Word Choice the most at 9 points. For this 
reason, this student needs to improve the most in Word Choice. Classroom-based research for improving the 
group of the students or the individual students in the problematic points can be conducted after this present 
research. 
Additionally, if the data analysis is not counted, translating and writing each different text will make each 
student read all texts before he or she translates and writes his or her own text assigned by the teacher. In this 
way, the students will learn all texts more than reading and translating the same one text. It becomes clear to the 
teacher-researcher that reading all texts before translating and writing his or her own text will enable him or her 
to learn more than reading, translating, and writing the same one text for the highest reliability of the data 
analysis. 
6.2. Thornbury (2019) indicated on dimensions of methodology. On one hand, the Grammar-Translation Method 
focuses on form, analysis, accuracy, system, segregation, cognition, transmission, deduction, and bilingualism. 
On the other hand, Communicative Language Teaching concentrates on function, experience, communication, 
skills, integration, affection, dialogue, induction, and monolingualism. Panich (2016: 75) suggested applying the 
Grammar-Translation Method and Communicative Language Teaching. Strong points of each method and weak 
points of each method can complement each other. In other words, the Grammar-Translation Method can 
develop learners in reading and writing, while Communicative Language Teaching can develop learners in 
listening and speaking (Panich, 2016, p. 75). The results of this present research are in line with Eisa (2020: 381-
392)’s findings in this present Literature Review stating that students cannot master all the four skills of English 
(listening, speaking, reading, and writing); therefore, instead of using the Grammar-Translation Method, the 
Eclectic method is suggested. 
6.3. The learning and teaching material which is a Wo. Winitchaikun’s novel extract “Burapha” under the basic 
objective of the Grammar-Translation Method enables learners to read literature and learn about native speakers’ 
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cultures via literature. Reading literature is the original purpose of the Grammar-Translation Method. When the 
materials are works of literature, the Grammar-Translation Method can be applied (Angwatthanakun 1997). 
6.4. In addition to reading literature which is the original purpose of the Grammar-Translation Method, 
Angwatthanakun (1997) pointed out that the Grammar-Translation Method is appropriate for a large group of 
students and adults or high-achieving students especially the students who can memorize grammar rules and 
apply them. As a consequence, this method is not suitable for beginners. It should be used for proficient learners 
who can use the language very well. In this study, the students translate and make a few or a lot of word choice 
and grammatical errors depending on the texts as well, for instance, a long text or a short text, a difficult text, 
and a complicated text or a simple text. It signifies that students need to know and apply words and grammar 
very well for Thai novel translation which is relevant to the language intellectuals. The results of this present 
research also concur with Eisa (2020: 381-392)’s study on the bad effect of the Grammar-Translation Method 
indicated in this present Literature Review. Eisa (2020: 381-392) reported that students cannot succeed in 
learning the difficult grammar rules of the target language. As a result, the difficult grammar rules of the target 
language through the Grammar-Translation Method demotivates students. These results are different from 
Megawati (2017: 95-108)’s study in this present Literature Review giving information on the good effect of the 
Grammar-Translation Method on reading comprehension. The results of this present research might be prone to 
Eisa (2020: 381-392)’s study owing to 69 English word choice and grammatical errors in translation of all the 11 
students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4. There should not have been a lot of word choice and grammatical errors in the 
translation of all the 11 students of Matthayomsuksa 6/4. On the results of this study, the very few students or 11 
students should not make a lot of word choice and grammatical errors. 
 
7. Recommendation for Further Research 
Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendation is made for further research. 
Further research will study the two classrooms. In one classroom, each student translates a Thai novel 
extract into English on his or her own. In the other classroom, all the students in the classroom help together to 
translate the same Thai novel extract as the former classroom into English. The purpose of the further research 
will study which classroom the students will make few or a lot of English word choice and grammatical errors 
between the two classrooms.  
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ขอ้สอบเขา้บณัฑติวทิยาลยั ปีการศกึษา 2552 ขอ้สอบหมวดวชิาการอ่าน การแปลและ 
 การเขยีนเรยีงความ 
วนัที ่16 มนีาคม 2552 เวลา 09.00 - 12.00 น. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
3 hours        ขอ้สอบฉบบันีม้ที ัง้หมด  4  หน้า 
300  points 
Part I  Translation  (100 points) 
1.  Translation : Thai –English  (50 points) 
 Translate the following into English on the answer sheet. 
แ ค ธ ร ี น ว า ด ภ า พ ว่ า ที่ แ พ ข อ ง จั ส ติ น ค ง จ ะ เ งี ย บ เชี ย บ เห มื อ น ค ร ั้ ง ก่ อ น ที่ เ ธ อ เ ค ย ม า ห า  
แต่ก็กลบัพบว่ามนัเต็มไปดว้ยผูค้นบรวิารของเขา  หมอบเฝ้ารอรบัอยู่ตัง้แต่กา้วแรกทีเ่ธอขึน้จากเรอืเลยทเีดยีว 
 ทุกคนมองเธอราวกับ เป็นตัวประหลาด   แต่แล ้ว เมื่ อแคธร ีนมองตอบพวกเขาก็ก ม้หน้าลงตํ่ า   หลบตา  
ไม่ยอมประสานสายตาดว้ย  ขอ้นีถ้อืเป็นมารยาทของชาวสยามทีจ่ะไม่สบตาผูอ้ยู่ในฐานะสงูศกัดิก์ว่า 
 มีแต่รอยยิม้ของชายหนุ่มเท่าน้ัน  ทีท่ําใหค้วามอดึอดัของเธอเบาบางลง  จสัตินลุกขึน้จากตั่งเตีย้ๆ ในหอ้งดา้นนอก  
ตรงเขา้มาจบัมอืเธอไว ้ สายตาเขาทีม่องเธอเต็มไปดว้ยความรกัและความปิต ิ
 “ขอตอ้นรบัสู่บา้นของเรา  ยอดรกั”  เขาจงูมอืเธอไปน่ังบนตัง่คู่กบัเขา  “กอ่นอืน่ คณุตอ้งรูจ้กัคนของผมเสยีกอ่น” 
 บ ริว า ร ข อ งจั ส ติ น มี ม า ก ม า ย จ น แ ค ธ ร ีน จํ า ไ ม่ ไ ด ้ว่ า ใค ร เป็ น ใค ร   แ ม ้ว่ า แ ค ธ ร ีน เร ิ่ม เข ้า ใ จ ดี ว่ า  
ส ย าม ไม่ ใช่ ป ร ะ เท ศ ที่ มั่ งคั่ ง ด ้ว ย เงิน ต ร าอ ย่ า งอั งก ฤ ษ   ห าก แ ต่ เป็ น ป ร ะ เท ศ ที่ อุ ด ม ส ม บู รณ์ ด ้ว ย แ ร ง งาน  
เธอก็ยังทํ าความเขา้ใจยากอยู่ น่ันเองว่าบรรดามหาดเล็กผู ้ชาย   และนางขา้หลวงผู ้หญิ งเหล่านี้มีหน้าที่อะไรบ ้าง  
ดเูหมอืนทุกคนจะทํางานกนัเต็มมอืตัง้แต่เชา้ไปจนกระทัง่ดกึดืน่ค่อนคนื  แต่การจดัระเบยีบงานก็ยงัวุ่นวายใหเ้ธอสบัสนอยู่น่ันเอง 
 จสัตนิเดาความรูส้กึในสหีนา้ของหญงิสาวได ้ เขาจงึหวัเราะขนัๆ และตดับท 
 “คุ ณ ไ ม่ ต ้ อ ง ยุ่ ง ย า ก ใ จ ม า ก   ต อ น แ ร ก ๆ  จ ะ มี ห ว น  กั บ คํ า   ร ั บ คํ า สั่ ง จ า ก คุ ณ  
ผมเรยีกพวกนีม้าเพือ่ใหรู้ว้่าเขาเป็นบ่าวไพรข่องคณุ  คณุเป็นนายของพวกเขาเชน่เดยีวกบัผม  คณุจะใชง้านใครก็ไดท้ ัง้หมด” 
 เธอจะใชง้านอะไรกบัผูค้นทีเ่ธอพูดภาษาของเขาไม่ไดก้ีคํ่า….ผูค้นทีเ่อาแต่หมอบคลานอยู่บนพืน้ในขณะทีเ่ธอยนืตวัต
รง….และดเูหมอืนเขาจะพากนัน่ังเฝ้าเธอเต็มไปหมดไม่ว่าเธอจะขยบัเขยือ้นไปมุมไหนของหอ้ง 
จาก นวน ยายเร  อง   ิ     ื ่   บ รพา ู      




A Translation of A Wo. Winitchaikun’s Novel Extract “Burapha” 
Katherine imagined that at Justine’s raft, it might be as quiet as the time she had been before, but she found 
out that the raft was crowded with servants squatting and waiting to greet her while she was taking her first step 
out of the boat. 
Everyone looked at her as if she were a freak. But then, when Katherine looked back at them, they bent 
down their heads, lowered their eyes, and avoided eye contact.  This was regarded as a Siamese manner which 
they did not make eye contact with people who have a higher status than them. 
There was only a young man’s smile which could make her frustration relieve. Justin stood up from a low 
stool and held her hand in the across room outside. The eyes that he looked at her were full of love and happiness. 
“Welcome to our home, darling”, he held her hand and took her to sit on the stool together with him. 
“Firstly, you have to know my people”, he said. 
There were so many Justin’s servants that Katherine could not remember who was whom. Although 
Katherine started to understand that Siam was not a country which had a lot of money like England, but a lot of 
labors. It was still difficult for her to understand what all these male and female servants were responsible for. It 
seemed to her that everyone had their hands full from the early morning to almost the whole night, but she was 
still confused with how she would organize the busy work. 
Justin guessed how she was feeling from her face, so he laughed and interrupted, 
“You don’t need to be upset. In the beginning, Huan and Kam will take orders from you. I asked them to 
make you aware that they are your servants. You are their head as well as me. You can employ them all.” 
How could she employ the people with whom she could speak so few words with... and with the people 
who were squatting on the ground, in spite of seeing her standing up straight… and it appeared to her that they 
all were sitting and watching over her no matter where she was moving in the room. 
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